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hostility towards middlemen was modified in the case of
merchants whose profession was considered to * add to the
national riches' x. The status accorded to the merchant
was a recognition of the importance of commerce " as the
veins ", so James I. termed it, " whereby wealth is imported
into our estate " 2. In the seventeenth century it was a
commonplace that " the prosperity and power of this kingdom
depend on its trade " 3; and Lewes Roberts enumerated the
benefits which accrued from trade in enriching the sovereign
by customs, setting artisans on work, begetting wealth and
its concomitants—strength and security, and furnishing
abundance of shipping and mariners4. "Trade", exclaimed
Roger Coke (1671), " is now become the Lady which in this
present age is more courted and celebrated than in any
former by all the princes and potentates of the world " 5.
The merchants were a numerous body. After the
Restoration London contained over three thousand mer-iues
chants6 accustomed to assemble in the Royal Exchange, of
whom nearly two-thirds7, according to a list printed in 1677,
were engaged in foreign trade. To these must be added the
merchants in the outports, including Bristol, Exeter, Hull,
Newcastle and Ipswich. In the early sixteenth century they
were said to have * risen out of poor men's sons '8, but later
they were recruited from the wealthier sections of the com-
munity. Wheeler tells us (1601) that the apprentices taken
by the Merchant Adventurers were " for the most part gentle-
men's sons or men's children of good means or quality "9;
and it became the normal practice in England, in contrast
with the Continent, for the younger sons of gentlemen ' and
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